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Thorne v Kennedy (2017) 
BFA found unenforceable



Thorne v Kennedy [2017] HCA 49

Mr 
Kennedy

Australian 
property 

developer

Worth $18 
million

Ms 
Thorne

Eastern 
European 

woman

Minimal 
assets



Issue
Ms Kennedy signed two agreements with Mr Thorne 
before and after their wedding

Duress?

Undue influence?

Unconscionable conduct?



Progression of decisions

Primary 
decision

• Duress ✓

Full Court of 
Family Court

• Duress ✗
• Undue 

influence✗
• Unconscionable 

conduct ✗

High Court

• Unconscionable conduct 
(unanimous): ✓

• Undue influence 
(majority): ✓

• Undue influence per 
Gordon and Nettle JJ: ✗

• Duress: not necessary to 
consider



Outcome: agreement set aside

▷ The High Court unanimously set aside the 
agreements

▷ Ms Thorne’s application for property 
adjustment and lump sum maintenance 
orders remain to be determined by FCC



Undue influence: factors
Subject to 
negotiation

Emotional 
circumstances

Time to 
carefully 
consider

Nature of 
relationship

Financial 
positions

Independent 
advice



Unconscionable Conduct
▷ HC held Ms Thorne was subject to a 

special disadvantage  she was 
powerless and saw no choice but to sign 
agreements

▷ Ms Thorne’s special disadvantage was 
created by Mr Kennedy  urgency to sign 
agreements



Piccolo v Piccolo [2017] 
Parenting dispute over stored embryos



Surrogacy process 
commenced 

(donated eggs 
fertilised by 

Husband’s sperm)

Successful 
pregnancy from 

one embryo

Two embryos 
remained in 

cryopreservation 
storage in Canada

Piccolo v Piccolo [2017] FCWA 167



Orders sought by the parties

• Transfer of ownership of the 
cryopreserved embryos to 
Husband as he intended to 
make use of them in the 
foreseeable future

Husband

• Sought two remaining embryos 
be discardedWife



Decision of Judge O’Brien 

▷ Husband granted ownership and control of embryos

▷ Case was distinguishable from G and G [2007] 
FCWA 80

▷ Under the relevant Canadian law regulating their 
agreement:
○ Prior to separation: H & W were joint donors
○ Following separation: H become the sole donor



Anson & Meek (2017)
Discussion of ‘two pool’ approach and use 

of comparable cases



▷ Appeal against final property orders

▷ Significance: 

○ Discussion of ‘two pools’ approach

○ Assets cannot be ‘disregarded’

○ Relevance of comparable cases

Anson & Meek (2017) FLC 93-816



Facts - chronology
2007

• H worked in Asia and then  
later in Melbourne (2009) –
W gave up her job to join H

2008

• Parties married and 
cohabitation 
commenced

2011

• H began living on 
farm

• W spent regular 
time on farm

2013

• Separation



Trial decision by Trial Judge
Two pool approach: 60-40 split (of assets in Australia) in H’s favour

H’s significant 
direct financial 
contributions

W’s non-
financial 

contributions

W sacrificed 
employment

W’s ill-health 
and reduced 
employment 
prospects

Increase in 
farm’s value

H’s good 
health, new 
family and 

employment 
status



Husband’s Appeal
▷ Appeal challenged both primary judge’s assessment of contributions 

and her assessment pursuant to s 75(2) of the Family Law Act.

▷ Appeal successful: 
○ Primary judge failed to take into account relevant considerations: 

H’s initial contribution and post separation contributions of both 
parties

○ Insufficient evidentiary basis for s 75(2) finding that W’s income 
earning capacity will be affected for rest of her working life

Outcome: Primary judge’s orders were set aside and matter remitted to the 
FCC for rehearing.



Justice Murphy – Comparable Cases



Justice Murphy – Comparable Cases

▷ Discussion of Wallis v Manning (2017) FLC 93-759

▷ Consistency in the jurisprudence should be a factor 
relevant to what is just and equitable

▷ ‘Short marriage cases’ serve merely as a descriptor 
for grouping and comparing relatively alike cases 
together 



Justices Aldridge and Cleary –
Comparable Cases



Justices Aldridge and Cleary –
Comparable Cases

▷ Did not wholly embrace the reasoning in Wallis & 
Manning and identified difficulties in its application 

▷ No obligation for direct comparison of comparable 
cases

▷ Family law jurisdiction – infinite factual variation



Re: Kelvin (2017)
Stage two treatment of gender dysphoria



Re: Kelvin (2017) FLC 93-809
▷ Case stated

Does the Full Court confirm the decision in 
Re: Jamie (2013) FLC 93-547, to the effect 
that stage 2 treatment of a child with Gender 
Dysphoria requires court authorisation unless 
the child is Gillick competent to give informed 
consent?



▷ Where: 
○ Stage 2 treatment is proposed;
○ the child consents;
○ the medical practitioners agree the child is Gillick

competent; and
○ the parents do not object to the treatment

is it mandatory to apply to FamCA for a determination
whether the child is Gillick competent?

And: 



Full Court held

• Court approval is not required for stage 2 
treatment

Where child is Gillick competent:

• Court is not required to make a determination 
whether child is Gillick competent

Where: 1) child consents to stage 2 treatment; 2) medical 
practitioners agree child is Gillick competent; and 3) parents do 
not object:



Importantly:

▷ As the nature of the treatment no
longer justifies court authorisation and
the concerns do not apply, then there
is also no longer a basis for the Court
to determine Gillick competence.
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